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Abstract
Let f : (X,A)→ (X,A) be a self map of a pair of compact polyhedra. We define two new Nielsen
type numbers m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A), which are lower bounds for the number of fixed points
on X and on Cl(X−A), the closure of X−A in X, respectively. These relative homotopy theoretic
lower bounds can be realized without the by now familiar by-passing condition.
Part of our intention is that m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A) be companion numbers to the surplus
number SN(f ;X−A) in the sense that, as much as possible, these three numbers should be realizable
simultaneously. This is analogous to the realizability of the numbers N(f ;X,A), N˜(f ;X,A) and
N(f ;X−A) which, in the presence of by-passing (together with the usual Wecken type conditions),
can be realized simultaneously. Thus we answer open questions posed by Schirmer.  2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Lifting of a map; Index of fixed point set; Relative Nielsen fixed point theory
AMS classification: 55M20; 54H25
1. Introduction
Relative Nielsen fixed point theory studies the fixed point sets of relative maps
f : (X,A)→ (X,A), where (X,A) is a pair of compact polyhedra. Several relative Nielsen
type numbers, N(f ;X,A), N˜(f ;X,A) and N(f ;X−A), have been introduced in [9,11,
13], which are lower bounds for the number of fixed points on X, on the closure Cl(X−A)
of X − A in X, and on X − A, respectively. (Please note that from now on we will use
the more descriptive notation N(f ;X−A) from [12] in place of N˜(f ;X,A) from [11].)
Ideally these Nielsen type numbers should be realizable, that is there should be a map
in the relative homotopy classes of f that attains simultaneously the three lower bounds
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mentioned above. In addition to the usual Wecken type conditions, there is also however
a fairly strong condition needed for realization, namely the so-called by-passing condition
(see [13, Theorem 3.9] for the collected results, and [11] or Section 5 for the definition of
by-passing).
It is natural then to ask for Nielsen type numbers which will estimate the number of
fixed points of f on X −A, Cl(X −A) and X, but which can be realized without the by-
passing condition. For X − A some progress was made in [14], where a surplus number
SN(f ;X−A) for the complement X−A, was introduced which could indeed be realized
without the by-passing condition. However, as we shall see, this cannot in general be
realized simultaneously together with either of the numbers N(f ;X−A) or N(f ;X,A)
mentioned above (see Example 1.1). The main objective here then, is to introduce two new
Nielsen type numbersm(f ;X,A) andm(f ;X−A) (Definition 4.13) which, together with
SN(f ;X−A), should be lower bounds for the number of fixed points on X, on Cl(X−A),
and on X − A, respectively, and (as much as possible—see Remark 6.5) they should be
realizable together without either by-passing type conditions, or the connectivity of X−A
(see Theorem 4.15). Our results answer of some of the open questions posed by Schirmer
in the final section of her survey [12].
Earlier in [4] Jezierski, using a slightly weaker condition than by-passing, obtained a
new lower bound NX,A(f ) for the number of fixed points of f : (X,A) → (X,A) on
X. Realization however requires that Bd(A) can be by-passed in Cl(X − A) (see [4,
Theorem 2.5]). In [8] using Jezierski’s method, Ng obtained a lower bound NZ(f ), for
the number of fixed points on Cl(X − A). The realization of Ng’s number also requires
a by-passing type condition [8, Theorem 6.3]. Implicit in all these various forms of by-
passing is the connectivity of X −A. In fact, as we shall see in Example 8.2, if X −A is
not connected, then the minimal number of fixed points of a relative map f on X can be
arbitrarily larger than either N(f ;X,A) or NX,A(f ).
Our work differs from that of Jezierski and Ng [4,8] in three ways. Firstly we eliminate
all by-passing conditions as well as any connectivity condition on X − A. Secondly we
work on X−A rather than Cl(X−A) (see Definition 3.5). Thirdly we use a very different
approach. In fact we use a method which at first sight may appear disturbing, that is we
invent an index for fixed point classes on the complement, for which classes can be both
essential and empty (see Example 3.8). The point (or perhaps we should say the salvation)
of this idea, is that a point x in such a fixed point class can only be removed by moving
it to (or creating) a fixed point on the boundary Bd(A) of A. Of course the class of such
a fixed point may already have been counted in N(f ;X,A) or N(f ;X−A). However a
combinatorial consideration of the number of ways of matching such fixed point classes
can result in the detection of fixed points not observable by existing methods. We present
an example to illustrate some of the methods and ideas that are involved.
Example 1.1. Consider the subspace X = {(x, y) ∈R2: x2 + y2 = 4, y  0 or −2 x 
2, y = 0 or (x + 1)2 + y2 = 1, y  0 or (x − 1)2 + y2 = 1, y  0} of R2 with the usual
topology. Let A= {(x,0) ∈ R2 | −2 x  2} (see diagram), and let f : (X,A)→ (X,A)
be the identity map.
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We have that L(f ) = χ(X) = −2, and L(f |A) = χ(A) = 1. Let a0 = (0,0), a1 =
(−2,0) and a2 = (2,0), and z1 = (−1,−1), z2 = (1,−1) and z3 = (0,2), then Bd(A)=
{a0, a1, a2}. We define a map f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) by “pushing” the image of f on A
inward towards the center point a0, and “pushing” the image of f outward and away from
the points z1, z2 and z3 in each component C1, C2 and C3 of X − A, respectively, but
without moving points in the set {a0, z1, z2, z3}. In other words for i = 1,2,3, the zi are
“sources” for the map f ′, and a0 is a “sink”. In this way we obtain a map f ′ : (X,A)→
(X,A) relatively homotopic to f , with fixed point set Fix(f ′) = {a0, z1, z2, z3}. Clearly
ind(f ′, z1)= ind(f ′, z2)= ind(f ′, z3)=−1, and ind(f ′, a0)= 1.
In order to discuss the behavior of such fixed points in detail, we need to consider fixed
point classes of f ′ on the complement X − A, rather than the usual fixed point classes
on the whole space X. Observe that f ′ has a unique fixed point z2 in the component C2
of the complement X − A, and that this contributes −1 to the relative Lefschetz number
Λ(f ) = L(f )− L(f |A) (see [1] for the definition). The relative homotopy invariance of
Λ(f ) implies that the “contribution −1” is also invariant. This enables us to define a type
of index on the fixed point classes as well as on isolated fixed point sets.
It is obvious that the fixed point z2 can be moved by a relative homotopy of f to either
a2 or a0 in Bd(A). Suppose, for example, that f ′′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) moves z2 to a2 in this
way, with Fix(f ′′)= {a0, a2, z1, z3}. The homotopy invariance of both L(f ) and L(f |A),
allows us to conclude that ind(f ′′|A,a2)= 0 and ind(f ′′, a2)=−1. Intuitively we deduce
that the fixed point class containing z2 on C2 can not be removed from the closure Cl(C2)
of C2 in X. This intuition is made precise in the general case in Theorem 3.12, which is
key to understanding the entire paper.
In order to minimize the number of fixed points, a natural idea is to move the fixed
points on X−A to the boundary Bd(A) so as to unite as many fixed point classes from the
various components of X − A as is possible. (So both z1 and z2 could be moved to a0.)
This involves combinatorial considerations. In the present example, z2 can be “matched”
with either a0 or a2 on Bd(A). In the same way z3 is related to a1 and a2, and z1 is related
to a0 and a1. Our two Nielsen type numbers, m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A), are defined
using these ideas, and describe the best way of “matching” (and then counting) the various
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united fixed point classes. By such “matchings” it is possible to deduce that any map in
the relative homotopy classes of f will contains at least two fixed points, even though
N(f ;X,A) is only equal to 1. Please note in this situation (unlike the context in [14])
the surplus fixed point number SN(f ;X − A) is zero, and therefore provides no help in
determining the minimum number of fixed points on X.
It is not hard to see that the same phenomenon that occurs in this example also occurs in
the polyhedral pair (X×Dn,A×Dn). So the difference between the minimal number of
fixed points and the relative Nielsen number is not due to local cut point considerations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of the local
fixed point classes and its basic properties in the lifting sense. In Section 3 we define “final
indices” of fixed point classes on the complement X − A for relative maps of (X,A).
We use this to give a relative Nielsen type number, NF (f ;X − A) on the complement,
some properties of this number are also given. Our main results lie in Section 4 where,
after discussing the relation between fixed point classes on A and on X −A, two Nielsen
type numbers m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A) are defined. These numbers are shown to be
relative homotopy invariant lower bounds for the number of fixed points of f on X and
on Cl(X−A), respectively. In Section 5, we compare our new Nielsen type numbers with
existing ones, while in Section 6, we discusses the realization questions for the two Nielsen
type numbers m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A). Section 7 is devoted to the considerations
of relative maps in the homotopy class of identity. We show what our theory will be
in this special case. Finally Section 8 gives a number of illustrative examples together
with some concluding remarks. In particular we demonstrate that the numbers m(f ;X,A)
and m(f ;X−A) are not homotopy type invariant, and so do not satisfy the commutative
property for index.
2. Fixed point classes on subsets, preliminaries and notation
In this section, we recall the fundamentals of local Nielsen theory [3, Section 3], and
make the necessary adjustments and extensions that we need for our purpose. Most of the
conclusions here will be given without proof. We use the notation of [6, Ch. 1], noting that
the results for the case V =X (see below) can be found there.
Throughout the paper, X will denote a compact connected polyhedron. For a (not
necessarily compact) subset V of X, we write Cl(V ), Int(V ) and Bd(V ) respectively for
the closure, interior and boundary of V in X. We write |P | for the cardinality of a set P . A
relative homotopy is a map of the form H : (X × I,A× I)→ (X,A). For a relative map
f : (X,A)→ (X,A), we write
MFV [f ;X,A] := min
{∣∣Fix(g) ∩ V ∣∣: g is relatively homotopic to f }
for the minimal number of fixed points on a subset V of X for all maps in the relatively
homotopy class of f . The subscript will be omitted if V =X. We write f¯ :A→A for the
restriction of f on A.
Consider a map f :X→ X of a compact connected polyhedron X. Let p : X˜→ X be
the universal covering of X, and let T (X˜) denote the group of covering translations. Let V
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be a path-connected subset of X, a pair (f˜ , V˜ ) is said to be a lifting data pair of f on V , if
V˜ is a component of p−1(V ), and f˜ : X˜→ X˜, is a lifting of f . We define an equivalence
relation on such pairs as follows:
Definition 2.1. Two lifting data pairs (f˜ , V˜ ) and (f˜ ′, V˜ ′) of f on V are said to be
conjugate if there exists a covering translation γ ∈ T (X˜) such that γ (V˜ ) = V˜ ′ and
f˜ ′ = γ f˜ γ−1. We write (f˜ , V˜ ) ∼ (f˜ ′, V˜ ′), and denote the conjugacy class of (f˜ , V˜ ) by
[f˜ , V˜ ].
It is obvious that ∼ is an equivalence relation, and that for any fixed point x ∈ V of f ,
there is a lifting data pair (f˜ , V˜ ) of f such that x ∈ p(V˜ ∩ Fix(f˜ )). We also have,
Proposition 2.2. For lifting data pairs (f˜ , V˜ ) and (f˜ ′, V˜ ′) of f on V , either p(V˜ ∩
Fix(f˜ ))∩p(V˜ ′ ∩Fix(f˜ ′))= ∅, if [f˜ , V˜ ] = [f˜ ′, V˜ ′], or p(V˜ ∩Fix(f˜ ))= p(V˜ ′ ∩Fix(f˜ ′)),
if [f˜ , V˜ ] = [f˜ ′, V˜ ′].
The subset p(V˜ ∩Fix(f˜ )) of the fixed point set V ∩Fix(f ) of f on V is called the fixed
point class of f on V determined by the lifting data pair (f˜ , V˜ ), or more precisely by the
conjugacy class [f˜ , V˜ ]. By the above proposition the fixed point set V ∩ Fix(f ) of f on
V , splits into a disjoint union of the fixed point classes of f on V . We use FPC(fV ) to
denote the set of all such fixed point classes of f on V .
The next proposition shows that our definition of fixed point classes of a map f on a
subset V coincides with the usual definition in geometry (see [3, Section 3]).
Proposition 2.3. Two fixed points x0 and x1 of f are in the same fixed point class of f on
V if and only if there exists a path β in V from x0 to x1 such that β  f β rel {0,1}.
In this paper, fixed point classes should be taken largely in the lifting sense. In other
words two fixed point classes will be regarded as different if they are determined by
different conjugacy classes of lifting data pairs. Thus we abuse notation and identify [f˜ , V˜ ]
with the fixed point class determined by the conjugacy class of a lifting data pair (f˜ , V˜ ).
The context will make the meaning clear. Of course if V is not connected, then the set of
fixed point classes of f on V is the disjoint union of the fixed point classes of f on the
components of V .
Let V and W be two nonempty path-connected subsets of X with V ⊆W , then for each
lifting data pair (f˜ , V˜ ) of f on V , there is a unique component W˜ of p−1(W) containing
V˜ . We say that the lifting data pair (f˜ , W˜ ) is the lifting pair determined by (f˜ , V˜ ). Clearly
we have:
Proposition 2.4. Let FV and FW be nonempty fixed point classes of f on V and W ,
respectively. Then FV is contained in FW if and only if FV = (f˜ , V˜ ) and FW = (f˜ , W˜ )
for lifting data pairs (f˜ , V˜ ) and (f˜ , W˜ ) with V˜ ⊆ W˜ , i.e., in which (f˜ , W˜ ) is determined
by (f˜ , V˜ ).
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To put this slightly differently when we consider (empty or nonempty) fixed point
classes, we say that a fixed point class FV is contained in a fixed point class FW and
by this we mean that FV = [f˜ , V˜ ], and that FW = [f˜ , W˜ ] with V˜ ⊆ W˜ .
We consider next the influence of a homotopy H : f  g :X→ X on the fixed point
classes of f and g when restricted to a path-connected subset V of X. For such an H , we
define a map H :X× I →X× I by H(x, t)= (H(x, t), t), and call H the fat homotopy of
H . The map hs :X→ X defined by hs(x)=H(x, s) is said to be the s-slice of H, more
generally if D is a subset of X × I , the t-slice of D is the set Dt := {x ∈X | (x, t) ∈D}.
If we define P : X˜ × I → X × I by P(x˜, t) = (p(x˜), t), then P is a universal covering of
X× I . We shall say that H˜ : X˜× I → X˜× I is a lifting of H if PH˜=HP.
For a lifting data pair (f˜ , V˜ ), there is unique lifting H˜ such that f˜ is the 0-slice of H˜.
Let g˜ be the 1-slice of H˜, then (g˜, V˜ ) is a lifting data pair of g on V . This gives to a one-
to-one correspondence from lifting data pairs of f on V to those of g on V . Two lifting
data pairs are said to be H-related if they are related by this correspondence, i.e., f and g
are respectively 0- and 1-slices of a lifting of fat homotopy H. It is easy to check that the
notion of being “H -related” preserves the conjugating relation, and therefore we shall say
that lifting data pairs (or fixed point classes) [f˜ , V˜ ] and [g˜, V˜ ′] are H -related, if a lifting
data pair in [f˜ , V˜ ] and a lifting data pair in [g˜, V˜ ′] are H -related.
Proposition 2.5. Let F and G be fixed point classes of f and g, respectively on V . Then
F andG are H -related if and only if they are the respective 0- and 1-slices of a fixed point
class of H on V × I .
Proposition 2.6. Let W and V be subsets of X with V ⊆W . Let FV and FW be fixed
point classes of f on V and W , respectively, and GV and GW be fixed point classes of g
on V and W , respectively. Suppose that FV andGV are H -related, and that FW andGW
are H -related, then FV is contained in FW if and only if GV is contained in GW .
Proposition 2.7. Let F and G be nonempty fixed point classes of f and g, respectively
on V . Then F and G are H -related if and only if, for any x ∈ F and any y ∈G, there is
a path β : I → V in V from x to y such that c ∆(H,β) rel {0,1}, where ∆(H,β) is the
diagonal path of β in H defined by ∆(H,β)(t)=H(β(t), t).
As in [6, Ch. 1, 2.4 Example 2], the notion of being “H -related” depends on the
homotopy. But we have
Theorem 2.8. Let H,H ′ :X × I → X be two homotopies from f to g. If there exists a
point x0 in X such thatH(x0, t)H ′(x0, t) rel {0,1}, then, for any lifting data pair (f˜ , V˜ )
of f on V and any lifting data pair (g˜, V˜ ) of g on V , (f˜ , V˜ ) and (g˜, V˜ ) are H -related if
and only if they are H ′-related.
Proof. Let (f˜ , V˜ ) and (g˜, V˜ ) be H -related. Then f˜ and g˜ are respectively the 0- and 1-
slices of a lifting H˜ of H, where H is the fat homotopy of H . We write H′ for the fat
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homotopy of H ′. Then there is a unique lifting H˜′ of H′ such that f˜ is the 0-slice of the
restriction of H˜′.
Define a map q : X˜ × I → X˜ by q(x˜, t) = x˜. Take a point x˜0 ∈ p−1(x0). Then
q(H˜(x˜0, t)) and q(H˜′(x˜0, t)) are liftings of paths H(x0, t) and H′(x0, t), respectively,
which have the same initial point f˜ (x˜0). Since H(x0, t)H′(x0, t) rel {0,1}, we have, by
the path homotopy lifting property of coverings, that q(H˜(x˜0, t)) and q(H˜′(x˜0, t)) have the
same terminal point g˜(x˜0). Notice that the 1-slice of H˜′ is a lifting of g. By the uniqueness
of lifting, g˜ is also the 1-slice of H˜′. It follows that (f˜ , V˜ ) is H ′-related to (g˜, V˜ ).
The converse is proved similarly. ✷
Corollary 2.9. Let H,H ′ :X× I →X be two homotopies from f to g. If there is a point
x0 in X such that H(x0, t)  H ′(x0, t) rel {0,1}, then, for any F ∈ FPC(fV ) and any
G ∈ FPC(gV ), F and G are H -related if and only if F and G are H ′-related.
3. Final indices of fixed point classes on the complement
From now on, we shall consider only relative maps, that is maps of the form
f : (X,A)→ (X,A), where (X,A) is a pair of compact polyhedra. We will show that
the fixed point classes on the complement X − A of such maps have well-defined fixed
point indices, even when some of these classes are noncompact sets. The homotopies we
consider will be relative homotopies, i.e., maps of the form H : (X× I,A× I)→ (X,A).
Definition 3.1. A relative map f : (X,A)→ (X,A) is said to be locally retractive if there
is a neighborhood N(A) of A in X such that f (N(A))⊆A.
Note that the fixed point set of fX−A will be compact if f is locally retractive. Thus for
locally retractive maps, the indices of the fixed point classes on X − A are well-defined.
In order to define the indices of the fixed point classes on the complement for an arbitrary
relative map, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let f : (X,A)→ (X,A) be a relative map, and let O(A) be a neighborhood
of A in X. Then there is a regular neighborhood N(A) of A in X with N(A) ⊆ O(A),
and there is a map f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) such that f  f ′ rel (A ∪ (X − O(A))) and
f ′(N(A))⊆A, i.e., f ′ is a locally retractive map.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in [9, Theorem 4.1]. ✷
Lemma 3.3. Let W be an open subset of X × I and h :W → X × I a level-preserving
map. If Fix(h) is compact, then, for any t ∈ I , the t-slice ht :Wt →X of h has a compact
fixed point set and ind(ht ,Wt)= ind(h,W).
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in [6, Ch. 1, 3.10]. ✷
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Lemma 3.4. Let H :f  g : (X,A) → (X,A) be a homotopy, and f and g locally
retractive maps. Then, there is a relative homotopy H ′ : (X× I,A× I)→ (X,A) from f
to g such that its fat homotopyH′ : (X× I,A× I)→ (X× I,A× I) is locally retractive,
and such that H(a, t)=H ′(a, t) for any a ∈A and t ∈ I .
Proof. Since f and g are locally retractive, there exist neighborhoods Nf (A) and Ng(A)
of A such that f (Nf (A)) ⊆ A and f (Ng(A)) ⊆ A. Pick a closed regular neighborhood
N(A) of A such that N(A) ⊆ Nf (A) ∩ Ng(A). Let H be the fat homotopy of H . Then
there exists a closed neighborhoodN(A× I) of A× I in X× I , which is contained in the
neighborhoodN(A)× I of A× I in X× I , and such that H(N(A× I))⊆N(A)× I .
Clearly A is a strong deformation retract of N(A), so there is a map R :N(A)× I →
N(A) such that
(1) R(x,0)= x , if x ∈N(A),
(2) R(a, t)= a, if a ∈A and t ∈ I , and
(3) R(x,1) ∈A, if x ∈N(A).
Then we can extendR to a map R′ : (X×{0}∪N(A)×I,A×I)→ (X,A) by R′(x,0)= x
for x ∈X. Using the homotopy extension property of a polyhedral pair, we can extendR′ to
a map R′′ : (X× I,A× I)→ (X,A). Finally we define a homotopyH ′ : (X× I,A× I)→
(X,A) by
H ′(x, t)=

R′′(f (x),3t) if 0 t  13 ,
R′′(H(x,3t − 1),1) if 13 < t  23 ,
R′′(g(x),3− 3t) if 23 < t  1.
ThenH ′ is a relative homotopy from f to g. Notice that H ′(N(A×I))⊆A. It follows that
H
′(N(A× I))⊆ A× I , i.e., H′ : (X × I,A× I)→ (X × I,A× I) is a locally retractive
map with the property that H(a, t)H ′(a, t) for any a ∈A and t ∈ I . ✷
Definition 3.5. Let F be a fixed point class of f : (X,A)→ (X,A) on a component C
of X − A, and let H ′ : (X × I,A × I) → (X,A) be a homotopy from f to f ′, with
f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) a locally retractive map. The final index of F is given by
indF (f,F ) := ind(f ′,F ′),
where F ′ is the fixed point class of f ′ on C which is H ′-related to F . A fixed point class
F is said to be final essential if indF (f,F ) = 0; otherwise it is said to be final inessential.
We define NF (f ;C) to be the number of final essential fixed point classes of f on C,
and NF (f ;X−A) to be the number of final essential fixed point classes of f on X−A.
We need to show that the definition of final index of F is well-defined. Let
f ′, f ′′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) be locally retractive maps which are (both) relatively homotopic
to f , let H ′ : (X× I,A× I)→ (X,A) and H ′′ : (X× I,A× I)→ (X,A) be homotopies
from f to f ′ and from f to f ′′, respectively. Let F ′ be the fixed point class of
f ′ on C which is H ′-related to F and let F ′′ be the fixed point class of f ′′ on C
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which is H ′′-related to F . From Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 2.8, there is a homotopy
H : (X × I,A × I)→ (X,A) from f ′ to f ′′ such that F ′ and F ′′ are H -related. Thus
they are the 0- and 1-slices respectively of a fixed point class G of H on C × I . Since
the fat homotopy H of H is a locally retractive map, any fixed point class of H on
C × I is a compact set. So for this G, there is an open subset W of X × I such that
W ∩ Fix(H) =G. By Lemma 3.3, we get that ind(f ′,W0) = ind(f ′′,W1) = ind(H,W).
Also, from the usual definition of the indices of fixed point classes, we have that
ind(f ′,F ′) = ind(f ′′,F ′′). It therefore follows that the final index of F is independent
of the choice of locally retractive map f ′, and of the homotopy from f to f ′. So we have
proved:
Theorem 3.6 (Homotopy invariance). Let f,g : (X,A)→ (X,A) be relatively homotopic.
Then, for any component C of X − A, NF (f ;C)= NF (g;C), and therefore NF (f ;X −
A)=NF (g;X−A).
It is obvious that
Theorem 3.7. Let f : (X,A) → (X,A) be a locally retractive map. Then, for any
component C of X − A, f has at least NF (f ;C) fixed points on C, and at least
NF (f ;X−A) fixed points on X−A.
We warn the reader that a final essential fixed point class can be empty, as the following
example shows.
Example 3.8. In the Example 1.1 f ′ is a locally retractive map and has a unique final
essential fixed point class on C2, hence NF (f ′;C2)= 1. However it is clear that the fixed
point z2 of f ′ can be moved to a0 by a relative homotopy. In other words f ′ is relatively
homotopic to a map f ′′ which is fixed point free on C2. That is a final essential fixed point
class can be empty!
Because a final essential fixed point class can be empty, we cannot use the invariance
NF (f ;X − A) to estimate the number of fixed points of f on X − A under relative
homotopies. However if an empty fixed point class has nonzero final index, we may think
of the fixed points in this class as having been moved to the boundary. We will use the rest
of this section to make this intuition precise.
Definition 3.9. A fixed point x0 of f is said to be connected to the fixed point class [f˜ , C˜]
of f on X−A, if f˜ has a fixed point x˜0 on Bd(C˜) with p(x˜0)= x0.
The corresponding fundamental group approach of this definition is the following:
Proposition 3.10. Let F be a nonempty fixed point class of f on X−A. Then a fixed point
x0 is connected to the fixed point class F if and only if there is a path α : (I,0, (0,1],1)→
(X,x0,X−A,F ) such that α  f α rel {0,1}.
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Lemma 3.11. Let F be a fixed point class of f on X−A. If no fixed point is connected to
F , then F is an isolated fixed point set, and indF (f,F )= ind(f,F ).
Proof. We show first that F is an isolated fixed point set. If it were not, then there would
be a fixed point x0 of f on Bd(A) with x0 ∈ Cl(F ). Let C be the component of X − A
containing F . Pick a neighborhood W of x0 in X such that any loop in W is trivial in W .
Then there is a path-connected neighborhoodV of x0 in X, and such that V ∩(f (V ))⊆W .
Since x0 ∈ Cl(F ), V contains a fixed point x ′ ∈ V ∩ Fix(f |C). Thus, there is a path α in
V from x0 to x ′ such that α  f α. From the definition, x0 is connected to the fixed point
class F , and this is a contradiction.
From Lemma 3.2, there is a locally retractive map f ′ such that f  f ′ rel A. Let H be
the homotopy from f to f ′, and H be the fat homotopy, then F is the 0-slice of a fixed
point class H of H on C × I . Let F be determined by [f˜ , C˜], and let f˜ be the 0-slice of a
lifting H˜ of H, then H = [H˜, C˜ × I ]. Note that H(a, t)= f (a)= f ′(a) for any t ∈ I and
a ∈ A, and so H˜(a˜, t) = f˜ (a˜) for any t ∈ I and a˜ ∈ p−1(A). Since f˜ has no fixed point
on Bd(C˜), then H˜ has no fixed point on Bd(C˜ × I)= Bd(C˜)× I . By the same argument
used in paragraph one of this proof, we conclude that H is an isolated fixed point set, or
in other words it is compact. Let F ′ be the 1-slice of H . It follows from Lemma 3.3 that
ind(f,F )= ind(H,H )= ind(f ′,F ′). From Definition 3.5, ind(f ′,F ′) is simply the final
index indF (f ;F ) of the fixed point class F of f , and the result follows. ✷
From this lemma, we have
Theorem 3.12. Let F be a final essential fixed point class of f on a component C of
X−A. Then either F is nonempty, or there is a fixed point on Bd(C) which is connected
to F .
Corollary 3.13. If f is fixed point free on Bd(A), then f has at least NF (f ;X−A) fixed
points on X−A.
Corollary 3.14. Let F = [f˜ , C˜] be a fixed point class of f on a component C of X −A.
If F is final essential, then Fix(f˜ )∩Cl(C˜) = ∅.
We close this section with a uniform property of final index.
Theorem 3.15. The sum of the final indices of all the fixed point classes of f on X−A is
equal to the relative Lefschetz number Λ(f )= L(f )−L(f¯ ).
Proof. From the homotopy invariance of final index and the Lefschetz number, we can
assume that f is a locally retractive map. Let O(A) be an open neighborhood of A in X
such that f (O(A))⊆A, then f has no fixed points on O(A)∩ (X−A). Notice that X =
O(A) ∪ (X − A), so we have L(f )= ind(f,X) = ind(f,X − A)+ ind(f,O(A)). Since
f (O(A))⊆A, by the restriction property of fixed point index, we get that ind(f,O(A))=
ind(f¯ ,A)= L(f¯ ). Hence, ind(f,X−A)= L(f )−L(f¯ )=Λ(f ). On the other hand, we
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know that ind(f,X−A) is the sum of the indices of all fixed points in X−A, and therefore
it is simply the sum of the final indices of the fixed point classes of f on X − A, and the
result follows. ✷
4. Lower bounds
In this section, we define two Nielsen type numbers, m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A),
which are lower bounds for the number of fixed points of a relative map f : (X,A)→
(X,A) on X respectively Cl(X−A).
Recall from the realization theorem for the surplus Nielsen number SN(f ;X − A)
(see [14, Theorem 4.2]) that, under appropriate assumptions on (X,A), all fixed points
in nonsurplus fixed classes can be moved to the boundary Bd(A). On the other hand as
we saw earlier, a final essential fixed point class of f on X − A may be empty if it is
nonsurplus, and therefore NF (f ;X − A) cannot be used to estimate the number of fixed
points on X − A. From Theorem 3.15, one might expect that NF (f ;X − A) would be a
lower bound for the number of fixed points of f on Cl(X −A). In fact, this is not true in
general either because, as we saw in Example 1.1, it might be possible to combine fixed
points from two final essential fixed point classes onX−A to a single point on Bd(A). The
main purpose in this section is to discuss conditions under which two or more fixed points
from different fixed point classes of f on X−A can be united on the boundary Bd(A).
Consider a relative map f : (X,A)→ (X,A). For a componentAj of A, if f (Aj )⊆Aj ,
we write fj :Aj →Aj for the restriction of f to Aj , and write FPC(fj ) for the set of all
fixed point classes of the self map fj . In the lifting sense, every fixed point class of fj
is determined by a lifting class [f˜ ∗j ] of fj on the universal covering p∗j : A˜∗j → Aj . If
f (Aj ) ⊆Aj , then of course FPC(fj ) is empty, and so the union⋃Aj FPC(fj ) is just the
set FPC(f¯ ) of all fixed point classes of f¯ :A→A.
On the other hand, for the subset Aj of X, we can talk about the set FPC(fAj ) of fixed
point classes of f on Aj . For a fixed point class [f˜ , A˜j ] ∈ FPC(fAj ), if f˜ (A˜j ) ⊆ A˜j ,
then f˜ ′(A˜′j ) ⊆ A˜′j for any lifting data pair (f˜ ′, A˜′j ) conjugating to (f˜ , A˜j ). Notice that
each component A˜j of p−1(Aj ) is a regular covering with the normal group K(Aj ) :=
Ker(iπ :π1(Aj) → π1(X)) of π1(Aj), i.e., π1(A˜j ) = K(Aj ) (see [3, p. 684] and [6,
Ch. 3, Section 2]). Thus, the mod K(Aj) fixed point classes of fj are in one-to-one
correspondence with those fixed point classes [f˜ , A˜j ] of f on Aj that have the property
that f˜ (A˜j )⊆ A˜j .
Definition 4.1. Let S = {F 1,F 2, . . . ,F k} be a finite subset of FPC(fX−A). A fixed point
class F ∈ FPC(fq) is said to be connected to S if F is contained in a mod K(Aq) fixed
point class [f˜ , A˜q ] with the property that for each j , F j is determined by (f˜ , C˜j ) and such
that A˜q ∩ (⋂kj=1 Bd(C˜j )) = ∅.
Remark 4.2. Let F ∈ FPC(fq) be connected to S = {F 1,F 2, . . . ,F k}, then, by
definition, we have that F is contained in a mod K(Aq) fixed point class [f˜ , A˜q], and
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that F j = [f˜ , C˜j ] for each j = 1,2, . . . , k. So, F and all the fixed point classes in S are
contained in the same fixed point class of f :X→X determined by f˜ .
But, it should be noticed that the condition A˜q ∩ (⋂kj=1 Bd(C˜j )) = ∅ means something
more than the fact that all fixed point classes involved are in the same fixed point class of
f (see Example 8.1).
The following proposition allows us to extend the notion “being connected to” to finite
subsets of FPC(fX−A). But, it is impossible for a fixed point class of f¯ to be connected to
a infinite subset of FPC(fX−A) although it can be defined logically.
Proposition 4.3. Let S = {C˜j }j∈J be a set consisting of distinct components of p−1(X −
A). If ⋂j∈J Bd(C˜j ) is nonempty, then S is a finite set.
Proof. Clearly S is finite if and only if J is finite. Suppose to the contrary that J is infinite.
Let x˜0 be a point in
⋂
j∈J Bd(C˜j ), we can find a neighbourhood N˜(x˜0) in X˜ such that the
restriction of the covering map p : X˜→X on N˜(x˜0) is a homeomorphism. Since distinct
components of p−1(X−A) have no points in common, then N˜(x˜0)−p−1(A) would have
infinite number of components, as would its homeomorphism image p(N˜(x˜0))−A in X.
This contradicts to the fact that X is a compact polyhedron which can be realized by a
finite simplicial complex. ✷
The next theorem gives the result corresponding to Definition 4.1 in the fundamental
group approach to fixed point classes.
Theorem 4.4. Let F be a nonempty fixed point class in FPC(f¯ ), and let S = {F 1,F 2,
. . . ,F k} be a nonempty subset of nonempty fixed point classes in FPC(fX−A). Then, F
is connected to S if and only if there is a path α0 : (I,0,1)→ (A,Bd(A),F ), and a path
αj : (I,0, (0,1],1)→ (X,α0(0),X − A,F j ) for each j = 1,2, . . . , k such that there is a
homotopy map H :U × I →X, where U =⋃kj=0 αj (I), with the the following properties:
(1) H(α0(I), t)⊆A for any t ∈ I ,
(2) H(αj (1), t)= αj (1) for any t ∈ I and any j = 0,1,2, . . . , k,
(3) H(x,0)= x and H(x,1)= f (x) for any x ∈U .
In the case that S is a singleton we have
Corollary 4.5. Let F be a nonempty fixed point class in FPC(f¯ ), and let FC be a
nonempty fixed point class in FPC(fX−A). Then, F is connected to {FC} if and only
if there is a path α : (I,0, [0, 12 ], ( 12 ,1],1)→ (X,F ,A,X − A,FC) such that there is a
homotopy map H :α(I)× I →X with the the following properties:
(1) H(α(0), t)= α(0) for any t ∈ I ,
(2) H(α(s), t) ∈A for any s ∈ [0, 12 ] and any t ∈ I ,
(3) H(α(1), t)= α(1) for any t ∈ I ,
(4) H(x,0)= x and H(x,1)= f (x) for any x ∈ α(I).
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Corollary 4.6. Let FC be a nonempty fixed point classes in FPC(fX−A). Then, there is a
(empty or nonempty) fixed point class of f¯ which is connected to {FC} if and only if there
is a path α : (I,0, (0,1],1)→ (X,Bd(A),X−A,FC) such that there is a homotopy map
H :α(I)× I →X with the the following properties:
(1) H(α(0), t) ∈A for any t ∈ I ,
(2) H(α(1), t)= α(1) for any t ∈ I ,
(3) H(x,0)= x and H(x,1)= f (x) for any x ∈ α(I).
Recall from [14, Definition 3.1] that a fixed point class F of f on X − A is said
to be nonsurplus if there is a path β : (I,0, [0,1),1) → (X,F ,X − A,A) such that
β  f β : (I,0,1)→ (X,β(0),A). By Theorem 4.4 and its corollaries, this definition is
equivalent to saying that there is a fixed point class of f¯ which is connected to the set {F }.
So, we can extend the definition of “surplus” fixed point class of f on X−A to include all
of fixed point classes of f on X−A in the lifting sense as follows:
Definition 4.7. A fixed point class F of f on X−A is said to be nonsurplus if there is a
fixed point class of f¯ connected to {F }. A fixed point class F is said to be surplus if it is
not nonsurplus.
Definition 4.8. A nonempty subset S of FPC(fX−A) is said to be combinable if either
(1) S contains only one fixed point class, or (2) there is a fixed point class of f¯ which is
connected to S . A nonempty subset S of FPC(f¯ ) ∪ FPC(fX−A) with |S ∩ FPC(f¯ )| = 1
is said to be combinable if the unique fixed point class F in S ∩ FPC(f¯ ) is connected to
the subset S − {F }.
Let F be a subset of FPC(f¯ )∪FPC(fX−A), a partitionP of F is said to be combinable
if every element in P is a combinable set. We write |P| for the number of elements of the
partition P, and m(F) for the minimal number of the cordiality |P|, where P runs over
all combinable partitions of F .
From this definition, we get immediately that
Corollary 4.9. Let S be a combinable subset of FPC(f¯ ) ∪ FPC(fX−A), then any
nonempty subset of S is also combinable.
Corollary 4.10. Let S be a combinable subset of FPC(f¯ ) ∪ FPC(fX−A). Then there is a
fixed point class F of f containing all fixed point classes in S .
Corollary 4.11. Any combinable subset of FPC(f¯ ) ∪ FPC(fX−A) containing a surplus
fixed point class is a singleton.
It is obvious that a subset of FPC(f¯ )∪FPC(fX−A) containing a single fixed point class,
is combinable. In addition we also have the following sufficient condition:
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Lemma 4.12. Let x0 be a fixed point of f on Bd(A), and let S be a nonempty subset
of FPC(f¯ ) ∪ FPC(fX−A). If, for any F ∈ S ∩ FPC(f¯ ), x0 belongs to F and if, for any
F ∈ S ∩ FPC(fX−A), x0 is connected to F , then S is combinable.
Proof. Set S ∩FPC(fX−A)= {F 1,F 2, . . . ,F k}. Let f˜ be a lifting of f with a fixed point
x˜0, where x˜0 ∈ p−1(x0). For each F j , since x0 is connected to F j , there is a lifting f˜ ′ of f
and a component C˜′ of p−1(X−A) such that f˜ ′ has a fixed point x˜ ′0 ∈ p−1(x0)∩Bd(C˜′),
and such that F j = [f˜ ′, C˜′]. Let γ ∈ T (X˜) be the unique element with γ (x˜ ′0)= x˜0. Write
C˜j = γ (C˜′). Then C˜j is a component of p−1(X − A), and [f˜ , C˜j ] = [f˜ ′, C˜′], i.e., F j
is determined by (f˜ , C˜j ) for each F j . Note that the point x˜0 belongs to Bd(C˜j ) for each j .
Thus, the fixed point class of f¯ containing x0 will be connected to the set S ∩FPC(fX−A).
So, S ∩ FPC(fX−A) is a combinable set. Suppose that S ∩ FPC(f¯ ) is nonempty, then the
hypothesis of the lemma implies that there is a single fixed point class in S ∩FPC(f¯ ), and
it then follows from the definition that S is a combinable set. ✷
We write FPCe( ) for the set of (final) essential fixed point classes.
Definition 4.13.
m(f ;X,A) :=m(FPCe(f¯ )∪ FPCe(fX−A)),
m(f ;X−A) :=m
(( ⋃
Int(Aj )=∅
FPCe(fj )
)
∪ FPCe(fX−A)
)
.
Clearly, the relation “being connected to” is preserved by any relative homotopy, hence,
we have that
Theorem 4.14. If f,g : (X,A)→ (X,A) are relatively homotopic, then m(f ;X,A) =
m(g;X,A), and m(f ;X−A)=m(g;X−A).
Theorem 4.15. Let f : (X,A) → (X,A) be a relative map. Then any map in the
relative homotopy class of f has at least m(f ;X,A) fixed points on X, and has at
least m(f ;X−A) fixed points on Cl(X − A), i.e., m(f ;X,A)  MFX[f ;X,A] and
m(f ;X−A)MFCl(X−A)[f ;X,A].
Proof. We construct a function φ : FPCe(f¯ ) ∪ FPCe(fX−A) → Fix(f ) as follows. Let
F ∈ FPCe(f¯ ), since any essential fixed point class of f¯ :A→ A is nonempty, we can
choose a fixed point a ∈ F , and define φ(F ) = a. For F ∈ FPCe(fX−A), if F = ∅, we
choose a fixed point x ∈ F and define φ(F ) = x; if F is empty, then by Theorem 3.12,
there is a fixed point a of f on Bd(A) which is connected to F . We put φ(F ) = a, and
since FPCe(f¯ ) ∩ FPCe(fX−A)= ∅ we have that φ is indeed a function.
For a fixed point x in the image Imφ of φ, if x /∈ Bd(A), then φ−1(x) contains exactly
one class and is certainly a combinable set. If x ∈ Bd(A), by Lemma 4.12, φ−1(x)
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is combinable. So P := {φ−1(x): x ∈ Imφ} is a combinable partition of FPCe(f¯ ) ∪
FPCe(fX−A). Hence,
m(f ;X,A) |P| = | Imφ| ∣∣Fix(f )∣∣.
Using Theorem 4.14 the first inequality follows. Note that the restriction
P′ :=
{
φ−1(x)−
⋃
Int(Aj ) =∅
FPCe(fj ): x ∈ Imφ, φ−1(x) ⊆
⋃
Int(Aj ) =∅
FPCe(fj )
}
ofP on (
⋃
Int(Aj )=∅ FPCe(fj ))∪ FPCe(fX−A) is also a combinable partition. Thus,
m(f ;X−A) |P′| ∣∣Fix(f )∩Cl(X−A)∣∣.
Using Theorem 4.14 the second inequality now follows. ✷
5. Comparisons of various (relative) Nielsen type numbers
Examples which delineate the various inequalities in this section will be given in
Section 8. Our first theorem compares the three new Nielsen type numbers with each other,
the surplus number from [14], and with N(f¯ ).
Theorem 5.1.
(1) SN(f ;X−A)+N(f¯ )m(f ;X,A)NF (f ;X−A)+N(f¯ ),
(2) SN(f ;X−A)+∑Int(Aj )=∅N(fj )m(f ;X−A)NF (f ;X−A)+∑
Int(Aj )=∅N(fj ),
(3) m(f ;X−A)m(f ;X,A).
Proof. (1) Let P be combinable partition of FPCe(f¯ ) ∪ FPCe(fX−A). Note that no
fixed point class of f¯ is connected to a surplus fixed point class. Thus, an element in P
containing an essential surplus fixed point class on X −A must contain exactly one fixed
point class. So, we have that SN(f ;X − A)  |{P ∈ P: P ∩ FPCe(f¯ ) = ∅, |P | = 1}|.
Since each element P in P with P ∩ FPCe(f¯ ) = ∅ contains exactly one fixed point class
in FPCe(f¯ ), we have that N(f¯ )= |{P ∈P: P ∩ FPCe(f¯ ) = ∅}|. Thus,
|P| = ∣∣{P ∈P: P ∩ FPCe(f¯ )= ∅}∣∣+ ∣∣{P ∈P: P ∩ FPCe(f¯ ) = ∅}∣∣

∣∣{P ∈P: P ∩ FPCe(f¯ )= ∅, |P | = 1}∣∣+ ∣∣{P ∈P: P ∩ FPCe(f¯ ) = ∅}∣∣
 SN(f ;X−A)+N(f¯ ).
So the first inequality holds. The second inequality follows from the inequality |P| 
|FPCe(f¯ )∪FPCe(fX−A)|, |FPCe(f¯ )| =N(f¯ ) and |FPCe(fX−A)| =NF (f ;X−A). The
proof of (2) is similar to that of (1), and (3) is obvious. ✷
For our second result, we will compare our new Nielsen type numbers with those
introduced by Jezierski in [4], and by Schirmer in [11]. In order to define his number
N(fB,X) for relative maps f : (X,A)→ (X,A) Jezierski in [4] introduced a new kind of
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index indA(f ;D) for a clopen (closed open) subsets D of Fix(f )− Int(A). We will not
give the full definition here, but merely observe from [4, Theorem 1.1(b)] for a fixed point
class F on Cl(X−A) that
indA(f,F )= ind(f,F )− ind(f¯ ,F ∩A).
Jezierski’ number N(fB,X) then is defined to be the number of such fixed point classes of
f on Cl(X −A) that have nonzero index. Our next lemma shows how indA and indF are
related.
Lemma 5.2. Let F be a fixed point class of f on Cl(X−A), then
indA(f ;F )=
∑
FC⊆F
indF (f,FC),
where FC ranges over the fixed point classes of f on X−A which are contained in F .
Proof. Observe that since X − A ⊆ Cl(X − A), then any fixed point class on X − A is
contained in a fixed point class on Cl(X−A). So the equality in this lemma makes sense.
By the relative homotopy invariance of indA and indF , we can assume that f is a locally
retractive map with finite fixed points. Thus, the set F ∩A is also an isolated fixed point
set of f and ind(f,F ∩A)= ind(f¯ ,F ∩A). So
indA(f,F ) = ind(f,F )− ind(f¯ ,F ∩A)
= ind(f,F )− ind(f,F ∩A)
= ind(f,F ∩ (X−A))
=
∑
FC⊆F
ind(f,FC),
where, as in the statement of the lemma, FC ranges over the fixed point classes of f
on X − A which are contained in F . Since f is locally retractive, then indF (f,FC) =
ind(f,FC) for each fixed point class FC on X−A, and we are done. ✷
Lemma 5.3. Let S be a combinable subset of (⋃Int(Aj )=∅ FPC(fj ))∪FPC(fX−A). Then
there is a single fixed point class FCl of f on Cl(X −A) that contains all the fixed point
classes in S .
Proof. This lemma is trivial if |S| = 1. If |S| > 1, then since S ∩ FPC(fX−A) is
combinable, we can write it as:
S ∩ FPC(fX−A)=
{[
f˜ , C˜1
]
,
[
f˜ , C˜2
]
, . . . ,
[
f˜ , C˜k
]}
.
By Definition 4.1, we have that
⋂k
j=1 Bd(C˜j ) = ∅. For j = 1, . . . , k let Cj = p(C˜j ),
then
⋂k
j=1 Bd(Cj ) = ∅. Since X −A⊆ Cl(X − A), all the components Cj of X −A are
contained in the same componentC of Cl(X−A), and so there exists a unique component
C˜ of p−1(Cl(X − A)) containing all the C˜j . Thus, the fixed point class [f˜ , C˜] of f on
Cl(X−A) will contain all fixed point classes in S ∩ FPC(fX−A).
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If S ∩ FPC(f¯ )= ∅, then we are done. Otherwise since A˜q ∩ (⋂kj=1 Bd(C˜j )) = ∅, then
the unique fixed point class F ∈ FPC(f¯ ) is contained in a fixed point class [f˜ , A˜q ] of f
on a component Aq of A. Continue the proof as in last paragraph. Since Int(Aq)= ∅, we
have that Aq ⊆ Cl(X−A). Thus, A˜q is contained in the component C˜ of p−1(Cl(X−A)).
So, F is contained in the fixed point class [f˜ , C˜] of f on Cl(X−A). ✷
Recall from [4] that fixed point classes F 0 ∈ FPC(f¯ ) and F 1 ∈ FPC(fCl(X−A)) are
said to be N0-related, if there are paths ω0 and ω1 with ω0(1) = ω1(0), and such that
ω0(0) ∈ F 0, ω1(1) ∈ F 1 and f (ω0ω1) ω0ω1 rel {0,1}. Combining the last lemma with
Theorem 4.4, we obtain
Lemma 5.4. Let S be a combinable subset of FPC(f¯ )∪FPC(fX−A) with S ∩FPC(f¯ ) =
∅. Then the unique fixed point class in S ∩ FPC(f¯ ) and the fixed point class of f on
Cl(X−A) that contains all the fixed point classes in S , are N0-related.
Note that the relation “N0-related” between FPCe(f¯ ) and FPCe(fCl(X−A)) is not one-
to-one. But, we can find a subset F = {F (1)C ,F (2)C , . . . ,F (n)C } of FPCe(fCl(X−A)) and a
subset F = {F (1),F (2), . . . ,F (n)} of FPCe(f¯ ) such that F (j) and F (j)C are N0-related for
j = 1,2, . . . , n. (This allows that F (j) and F (k)C are N0-related for j = k.) Following [4],
we define a homotopy invariant αA(f ) to be the maximum cardinality of such subsets F
(or F ). A lower bound NX,A(f ) for the number of fixed points of f is then defined to be
NX,A(f )=N(f¯ )+N(fB,X)− αA(f ) [4, p. 52].
We also need to recall Schirmer’s number for the closure of complement which we
denote here by N(f ;X−A) (rather than N˜(f ;X,A), as in [11], we do this since this
notation more accurately reflects the definition). The number N(f ;X−A) is defined to
be the number of fixed point classes of f that do not assume their indices in A, i.e.,
N(f ;X−A)= ∣∣{F ∈ FPC(f ): ind(f,F ) = ind(f¯ ,F ∩A)}∣∣.
Theorem 5.5.
(1) N(f ;X−A)N(fB,X)NF (f ;X−A),
(2) N(f ;X−A)N(fB,X)m(f ;X−A),
(3) N(f )N(f ;X,A)NX,A(f )m(f ;X,A).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f is a locally retractive map with
finite fixed points, so that ind(f,D)= ind(f¯ ,D) for any fixed point set D in A.
(1) Let F be a fixed point class of f which does not assume its index in A, then
F ∩ (X−A) = ∅, and
ind
(
f,F ∩ (X−A))= ind(f,F )− ind(f¯ ,F ∩A) = 0.
Notice that F ∩ Cl(X − A) is a disjoint union of fixed point classes in FPC(fCl(X−A)).
From the proof of Lemma 5.2, Jezierski’s index indA(f,FCl) of a fixed point class of f on
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Cl(X−A) is just the usual index ind(f,FCl∩(X−A)) of the fixed point set FCl∩(X−A).
So, we get∑
FCl⊆F
indA(f,FCl)= ind
(
f,F ∩ (X−A)) = 0,
where FCl ranges over all fixed point classes of f on Cl(X−A) which are contained in F .
So there must be at least one fixed point class in the sum with nonzero index. In other words
a fixed point class of f which does not assume its index in A must contain at least one
essential fixed point class on Cl(X−A), it follows therefore thatN(f ;X−A)N(fB,X).
From the equality in Lemma 5.2, we have that an essential fixed point class of f on
Cl(X − A) will also contains at least one fixed point class of f on X − A with nonzero
final index. This implies the right hand inequality.
(2) Let P be a combinable partition of (⋃Int(Aj )=∅ FPCe(fj ))∪ FPCe(fX−A). For any
element P of P, by Lemma 5.3, there is a fixed point class FCl of f on Cl(X − A) such
that every fixed point class in P is contained in FCl. On the other hand, from Lemma 5.2,
any essential fixed point class on Cl(X−A) contains at least one final essential fixed point
class on X − A. So, we have that |FPCe(fCl(X−A))|  |P|, where the index for a fixed
point class FCl is indA(f,FCl) as in [4]. It follows that
N(fB,X)=
∣∣FPCe(fCl(X−A))∣∣m(f ;X−A).
(3) It is sufficient to prove the last one because the others were shown in [4]. Let P be a
combinable partition of FPCe(f¯ )∪ FPCe(fX−A) with |P| =m(f ;X,A). Define a subset
F of FPCe(fCl(X−A)) by
F := {F ∈ FPCe(fCl(X−A)): there is a FC ∈ FPCe(fX−A) and P ∈P such that
FC ⊆ F , FC ∈ P and P ∩ FPCe(f¯ ) = ∅
}
.
To each F ∈ F , let P ∈P be an element corresponding to F chosen according to the
definition ofF . By Lemma 5.4, F and the unique fixed point class in P ∩FPCe(f¯ ) are N0-
related. By definition of αA(f ), which is the largest number of such matchings between the
fixed point classes in FPCe(fCl(X−A)) and those in FPCe(f¯ ), we have that αA(f ) |F |.
So,
N(fB,X)− αA(f )  N(fB,X)− |F |
= ∣∣FPCe(fCl(X−A))−F ∣∣

∣∣{P ∈P: P ⊆ FPCe(fX−A)}∣∣
= |P| − ∣∣{P ∈P: P ∩ FPCe(f¯ ) = ∅}∣∣
= m(f ;X,A)−N(f¯ ).
Thus, NX,A(f )=N(f¯ )+N(fB,X)− αA(f )m(f ;X,A). ✷
From the inequality N(fB,X)m(f ;X−A) in the theorem above we may also deduce
the following lower bound property for N(fB,X). This was not given in [4], but was
mentioned (but not proved in details) in [8].
Corollary 5.6. N(fB,X)MFCl(X−A)[f ;X,A].
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Recall from [9, Theorem 5.2] that for a path connected space X, subspace A can be said
to be by-passed in X if and only if X −A is path connected and iπ :π1(X−A)→ π1(X)
is onto.
Lemma 5.7. Let f :X → X be a map and let W and W0 be two nonempty subsets of
X with W0 ⊂W . If W0 can be by-passed in W , then every fixed point class of f on W
contains exactly one fixed point class of f on W −W0.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that each component of p−1(W) contains exactly one
component of p−1(W −W0). This was proved in [7, p. 178, Proposition 11.2]. ✷
Proposition 5.8. If A can be by-passed in X, then N(f ;X−A) = N(fB,X) = NF (f ;
X−A).
Proof. From Lemma 5.7, any fixed point class F of f contains at most one nonempty
fixed point class FC of f on X−A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f is
locally retractive. Thus, the final index indF (f,FC) is just the usual index ind(f,FC) of
the isolated fixed point set FC . Notice that FC = F ∩ (X−A), we have
ind(f,FC)= ind
(
f,F ∩ (X−A))= ind(f,F )− ind(f¯ ,F ∩A).
Thus, F fails to assume its index in A if and only if the fixed point class FC in it, is final
essential. The result follows. ✷
Combining Lemmas 5.2 and 5.7, we have
Proposition 5.9. If Bd(A) can be by-passed in Cl(X − A), then N(fB,X) = NF (f ;
X−A).
Proposition 5.10. If Bd(A) can be by-passed in Cl(X−A), then NX,A(f )=m(f ;X,A).
Proof. Since Bd(A) can be by-passed in Cl(X − A), from Lemma 5.7, any fixed point
class of f on Cl(X − A) contains exactly one fixed point class of f on X − A. By
Lemma 5.2, they have the same indices. We write iF : FPCe(fX−A)→ FPCe(fCl(X−A))
for the obvious one-to-one correspondence. Let F ∈ FPCe(f¯ ), and FC ∈ FPCe(fX−A),
be fixed point classes, by Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 4.4, {F ,FC} is combinable if and only
if F and iF (FC) are N0-related. From the definition of αA(f ), we can reindex FPCe(f¯ )
and FPCe(fX−A) as {F (1),F (2), . . . ,F (m)} and {F (1)C ,F (2)C , . . . ,F (n)C } respectively so that
F
(j)
and iF (F (j)C ) are N0-related for 1  j  k, where k = αA(f ), m = N(f¯ ) and
n=NF (f ;X−A)=N(fB,X). Thus, we get a combinable partition
P= {{F (1),F (1)C }, . . . , {F (k),F (k)C }, {F (k+1)}, . . . , {F (m)}, {F (k+1)C }, . . . , {F (n)C }}.
So, we have that
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m(f ;X,A)  |P| = k + (n− k)+ (m− k)=m+ n− k
= N(f¯ )+N(fB,X)− αA(f )
= NX,A(f ).
Combining this with the inequality NX,A(f )m(f ;X,A) from Theorem 5.5 concludes
our proof. ✷
6. Realization theorems
In this section, we deal with realization theorems for m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A). We
assume that the reader is familiar with the techniques for moving and combining fixed
points in relative Nielsen theory which can be found in [9] (see also [5] for the absolute
case).
Let V ⊆ X, f :V → X be a map, and H : f  f ′ a homotopy of f . We will (without
mentioning it) identify a fixed point class of f on V with the associated H related class of
f ′. For example, in Lemma 6.1 below we will say of b0 in part (3) that it belongs to F .
Let S = {F ,F 1,F 2, . . . ,F k} be a combinable set, where F is a fixed point class of f¯ .
Then there is a lifting f˜ of f , such that for each j, j = 1,2, . . . , k, the fixed point class
F j is determined by (f˜ , C˜j ), and such that F is contained in the mod K(Aq) fixed point
class [f˜ , A˜q ] and such that B˜ = A˜q ∩ (⋂kj=1 Bd(C˜j )) = ∅. Clearly, the set B˜ depends on
the choice of the lifting f˜ , but it is unique up to covering translation. Thus, we get a well-
defined set B = p(B˜) which is determined by the combinable set S , and is said to be the
intersecting set of S .
Lemma 6.1. Let S = {F ,F 1,F 2, . . . ,F k} be a combinable set of FPC(f¯ )∪FPC(fX−A),
where F ∈ FPC(f¯ ). Let B be the intersecting set of S . Then, for any point b0 ∈B and any
neighborhoodU of b0 in X, f is relatively homotopic to a map f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) such
that
(1) Fix(f ′)= Fix(f )∪ {b0},
(2) f ′(x)= f (x) for any x /∈U ,
(3) b0 belongs to the fixed point class of f¯ ′ which is homotopy related to F .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that for each j, j = 1,2, . . . , k, the fixed
point class F j is determined by (f˜ , C˜j ), and that F is contained in the modK(Aq) fixed
point class [f˜ , A˜q ]. So, we have that
B˜ = A˜q ∩
(
k⋂
j=1
Bd
(
C˜j
))
and B = p(B˜). Observe that f˜ (A˜q) ⊆ A˜q . The restriction f˜ |A˜q : A˜q → A˜q is a lifting
of fq :Aq → Aq for the regular covering p|A˜q : A˜q → Aq of Aq with normal subgroup
K(Aq)= Ker(iπ :π1(Aq)→ π1(X)). Let pq : A˜∗q → Aq be the universal covering of Aq .
Let f˜ ∗q : A˜∗q → A˜∗q be a lifting of fq on this universal covering, which determines F . Then
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f˜ ∗q is also a lifting of f˜ |A˜q : A˜q → A˜q with respect to the covering p¯ : A˜∗q → A˜q . Thus, we
have a commutative diagram:
If f˜ ∗q has a fixed point in p−1(b0)∩ p¯−1(B˜), then we can take f ′ to be f itself. Otherwise,
for the given b0 and U , we can find a canonical neighborhood V = {x ∈X | d(x, b0) ε}
of b0 in X with V ⊆U and such that V and V ∩A are contained in base neighborhoods of
the covering p : X˜→X and pq : A˜∗q →Aq , respectively.
Take a point b˜∗0 ∈ p−1q (b0) ∩ p¯−1(B˜). Since f˜ ∗q (b˜∗0) = b˜∗0, choose ε so that for the
component V˜ ∗ of p−1q (V ) containing b˜∗0 we have that f˜ ∗q (V˜ ∗) ∩ V˜ ∗ = ∅. Thus, we can
find a path α : I → A˜∗q in A˜∗q from b˜∗0 to f˜ ∗q (b˜∗0). By a making a small perturbation of α, we
can assume that α(I) ∩ V˜ ∗ is a line segment. Using a tail homotopy, we define a map
H : (X× I,A× I)→ (X,A) by
H(x, t)=

f (x) if x /∈ V,
f (( 2
εt
d(x, b0)− 1)x + (2− 2εt d(x, b0))b0) if 0 < εt2 < d(x, b0) εt,
p∗q(α(1 − t + 2ε d(x, b0))) if 0 d(x, b0) εt2 .
In this way we obtain a map f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) relatively homotopic to f defined by
f ′(x)=H(x,1), for all x ∈X. Since V ∩A is a base neighborhood, the lifting f˜ ∗′q of f ′q
which is H |A×I -related to f˜ ∗q has a fixed point b˜∗0. Similarly, the lifting f˜ ′ of f which is
H -related to f˜ has a fixed point b˜0 = p¯(b˜∗0). Note that f ′(x)= f (x) for x /∈ V . This f ′ is
the desired map. ✷
Theorem 6.2. Let (X,A) be a pair of compact polyhedra such that
(1) X is connected,
(2) neither X nor any component of either A or X−A has a local cut point,
(3) no component of A or of X−A is a 2-manifold,
(4) for each component A˜ of p−1(A) and for any finite set {C˜1, C˜2, . . . , C˜k} of
components of p−1(X−A), the intersection A˜∩ (⋂kj=1 Bd(C˜j )), if it is not empty,
has at least one component of nonzero dimension.
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Then any map f : (X,A)→ (X,A) is relatively homotopic to a map g with∣∣Fix(g)∣∣=m(f ;X,A) and ∣∣Fix(g)∩ (X−A)∣∣= SN(f ;X−A).
Proof. The assumptions allow us to assume, without loss of generality, that f has finitely
many fixed points with exactly N(f¯ ) fixed points on A. Let P be a combinable partition
of FPCe(f¯ )∪ FPCe(fX−A) with |P| =m(f ;X,A).
Let P = {F ,F 1,F 2, . . . ,F k} be an element in P containing a fixed point class
in FPCe(f¯ ), where F ∈ FPCe(f¯ ), and for j = 1,2, . . . , k F j ∈ FPCe(fX−A). From
Lemma 6.1, we can (up to homotopy of f ) create a fixed point a0 on Bd(A) belonging
to F with the property that a0 is connected to F j for j = 1,2, . . . , k.
Similarly if P is an element consisting entirely of nonsurplus fixed point classes of f on
X−A, then there is a fixed point class F ∈ FPC(f¯ ) such that F is connected to P . Hence,
we can create a fixed point a0 ∈ F on Bd(A) such that for any F j ∈ P , a0 is connected
to F j .
Note that the remaining elements of P, for which we have not created any fixed
point, are the ones consisting of single surplus fixed point class. The number of such
elements is just SN(f ;X − A). So, we have a map f¯ (1) :A→ A homotopic to f¯ with
N(f¯ )+m(f ;X,A)− SN(f ;X−A) fixed points.
In this way we can “label” every nonsurplus fixed point class FC by the created fixed
point a on Bd(A) connected to it. In fact, we have great freedom in choosing these new
fixed points since, by assumption (4) of the theorem, A˜ ∩ (⋂kj=1 Bd(C˜j )) cannot consist
entirely of fixed points. In particular for each P consisting entirely of nonsurplus fixed
point classes of f on X − A, we can make sure that we create a new fixed point when
using Lemma 6.1.
Note that since any fixed point class F in FPCe(f¯ ) belongs to an element P ∈ P, it
will contain a labeling point of P . The assumptions on A ensure that we can combine
fixed points of F to one of its labeling fixed points (there may be more than one see
Example 8.2). After all such combining, we get a map f¯ (2) with m(f ;X,A)− SN(f ;X−
A) fixed points on A. Using the method as in the proof of [9, Theorem 4.1], we can extend
f¯ (2) to a map f (2) : (X,A)→ (X,A), which is relatively homotopic rel A to f , and has
finite fixed points.
For a fixed point x0 in a nonsurplus fixed point class which is labeled by fixed point a0,
it follows from Theorem 4.4, that there is a path β : (I,0, [0,1),1)→ (X,x0,X − A,a0)
such that β  f (2) β rel {0,1}. This of course allows us to combine x0 with the fixed point
a0. So, we can combine all the fixed points in nonsurplus classes to existing fixed points
on Bd(A).
Finally combining the fixed points which are in the same (surplus) fixed point class on
X − A, and deleting the fixed point of index zero in the usual way, we shall obtain the
desired map g : (X,A)→ (X,A). ✷
It is worth noting that the last assumption in Theorem 6.2 on (X,A) is not very strong.
In fact, as the next proposition shows, is it implied by typical restrictions used in classical
Nielsen fixed point theory.
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Proposition 6.3. Let (X,A) be a pair of compact polyhedra, and {C˜1, C˜2, . . . , C˜k} a finite
set of components of p−1(X−A). Suppose that⋃kj=1 Cl(C˜j ) has no local cut point. Then
A˜∩ (⋂kj=1 Bd(C˜j )) has no component of zero dimension for any component A˜ of p−1(A).
Theorem 6.4. Let (X,A) be a pair of compact polyhedra satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 6.2. Then any map f : (X,A)→ (X,A) is relatively homotopic to a map g with
|Fix(g) ∩Cl(X−A)| =m(f ;X−A) and |Fix(g) ∩ (X−A)| = SN(f ;X−A).
Proof. We first homotope f relatively to a map f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) with the property
that if Aj is a component of A with Int(Aj ) = ∅, then f ′ has N(fj ) fixed points on Aj ,
all of which lie in Int(Aj ). Using this f ′ in place of f , the proof is then the same as that
of Theorem 6.2. ✷
Remark 6.5. An interesting phenomenon of our two Nielsen type numbers m(f ;X,A)
and m(f ;X−A) is that in general they can not be realized at the same time (see
Example 8.3).
Finally in this section, we give a realization theorem, in which the assumptions are
stronger than in Theorem 6.2, but which are, in fact, classical in Nielsen fixed point
theory.
Theorem 6.6. Let (X,A) be a pair of compact polyhedra that satisfy the following
conditions:
(1) X is connected,
(2) for any finite set {C˜1, C˜2, . . . , C˜k} of components of either p−1(X−A) or p−1(A),
the union
⋃k
j=1 Cl(C˜j ) has no local cut point,
(3) no component of A or of X−A is a 2-manifold.
Then any map f : (X,A)→ (X,A) is relatively homotopic to a map g with |Fix(g)| =
m(f ;X,A) and |Fix(g) ∩ (X − A)| = SN(f ;X − A), and is also relatively homotopic
to a map g′ with |Fix(g′) ∩ Cl(X − A)| = m(f ;X−A) and |Fix(g′) ∩ (X − A)| =
SN(f ;X−A).
7. Relative deformations
We devote this section to relative deformations, that is to maps in the relative homotopy
class of the identity. We denote the identity by id.
Lemma 7.1. Let C be a component of X − A, and let FC be the unique nonempty fixed
point class of id : (X,A)→ (X,A) on C. Then ind(id,FC)= χ(X)− χ(X−C), and for
any other fixed point class F of id on C (i.e., with F = FC ) we have that ind(id,F )= 0.
Proof. Let i˜d : X˜→ X˜ be the identity map of the universal covering of X˜ of X. Then F c
is determined by (i˜d, C˜0), where C˜0 is a component of p−1(C). If (i˜d
′
, C˜′) is conjugate to
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(i˜d, C˜0), then, by definition there is a translation γ ∈ T (X˜) such that i˜d′ = γ i˜d γ−1, and
C˜′ = γ (C˜0). This implies that
[i˜d, C˜0] =
{
(i˜d, C˜): C˜ is a component of p−1(C)
}
.
Now let F be a fixed point class of id on C with F = FC , then F is determined by a
translation γ : X˜→ X˜ which is not the identity translation. Clearly γ has no fixed points,
and so by Lemma 3.11, F has zero final index.
Thus, id has at most one final essential fixed point class on C. Let f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A)
be a locally retractive map relatively homotopic to id. Then there is a neighborhood V of
A in X, such that f ′(V ) ⊆ A. From the homotopy invariance of final index, ind(f ′,C)
is the sum of the final indices on C, of the fixed point class of either id or f ′, and
so ind(f ′,C) = indF (id,FC). Note that f ′ is fixed point free on C ∩ (V ∪ (X − C)).
Now ind(f ′,X) = ind(f ′,C) + ind(f ′,V ∪ (X − C)), and since f ′(V ) ⊆ A, we have
f ′(V ∪ (X − C)) ⊆ X − C. Thus, ind(f ′,V ∪ (X − C)) = ind(f ′|X−C,X − C). Since
f ′ is homotopic to the identity, ind(f ′|X−C,X − C) = L(id|X−C) = χ(X − C), and
ind(f ′,X) = χ(X). It follows that indF (f,FC) = ind(f ′,C) = χ(X) − χ(X − C), and
we have our conclusion. ✷
From this lemma, we have immediately that
Proposition 7.2. For any component C of X−A, if χ(X) = χ(X−C) then NF (id;C)=
1, and if χ(X)= χ(X−C), then NF (id;C)= 0.
From Proposition 7.2 for each componentC of X−A, there is at most one final essential
fixed point class of f on C. The possible final essential fixed point class is just the
nonempty one on C. Note that it is nonsurplus, and so we have
Corollary 7.3. SN(id;X−A)= 0.
Another way to say all this is to observe that in this special case where the map is in the
relative homotopy class of the identity, the fixed point classes in FPCe(id)∪FPCe(idX−A)
are completely determined by the components of A and X − A. This is because id has at
most one essential fixed point class on each component of A, and id has at most one final
essential fixed point class on each component of X−A.
For a component C of A or X −A, we write the unique nonempty (possibly essential)
fixed point class of id on C as F (C). By Theorem 4.4, we have
Proposition 7.4. Let F (Cj ) be the unique nonempty fixed point class of id : (X,A)→
(X,A) on Cj , where Cj is a component of A or X − A, j = 1,2, . . . , k. Then the
subset {F (C1),F (C2), . . . ,F (Ck)} of FPC(id) ∪ FPC(idX−A) is combinable if and only
if ⋂kj=1 Bd(Cj ) = ∅.
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Theorem 7.5. Let (X,A) be a pair of compact polyhedra. If X is connected and if every
component ofX−A andA is 2-dimensional connected, then there is a relative deformation
f : (X,A)→ (X,A) with |Fix(f )| =m(id,X,A) and Fix(f )⊆A.
Proof. Let P be a combinable partition of FPCe(id) ∪ FPCe(idX−A) with |P| =
m(id;X,A). We reconstruct a new combinable partition as follows: Begin with an arbitrary
element
P1 =
{
F (C1),F (C2), . . . ,F (Ck)
}
in P. We have a nonempty intersecting set B =⋂kj=1 Bd(Cj ). For a final essential fixed
point class FC of id on a component C of X − A which is not in P1, if Bd(C) ∩ B = ∅,
we add FC to P1 and regard the nonempty set Bd(C) ∩ B as new B . Go over all fixed
point classes in FPCe(idX−A) which are not in P1, we get a new combinable subset P ′1
containing P1 and a new, maybe smaller, associated subset B in Bd(A), which is just the
intersecting set of P ′1. Thus, we get a new combinable partition:
P1 = {P ′1} ∪
{P ′: P ′ =P − (P ′1 −P1),P( =P1) ∈P}.
We proceed by induction. For n0 > 1 we construct a new partition P ′n0 , keeping P ′n fixed
for n < n0, and leaving the elements in FPCe(id) that consist of a single fixed point class
unchanged. Eventually we obtain a new combinable partition Pm = {P ′1,P ′2, . . . ,P ′m},
in which the elements are indexed by the stages of the above construction, and with the
property that any two elements inPm containing fixed point classes in FPCe(idX−A) have
disjoint intersecting sets. Clearly, |Pm| |P|, and the minimal property ofP ensures that
|Pm| =m(id;X,A).
The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2. Because the components of
X−A and A are 2-dimensionally connected, we can move and unite the fixed points of the
deformation as in [10, Theorem 4.1 (Minimum Theorem)]. Since the intersecting sets of
the combinable sets inPm are disjoint then using the methods of this paper, and following
the natural order of the elements in Pm, we can create distinct fixed points on Bd(A), one
for each element of Pm that contains fixed point classes in FPCe(idX−A). We omit the
details. ✷
Comparing the conditions in this theorem with those in Theorem 6.2, there are not any
assumptions on Bd(A) here. The space X here may have local cut points on Bd(A), but
they do not affect the uniting of the fixed points in the same combinable set. The reason
is that, as in the proof of the theorem above, we can find a minimal partition with distinct
intersecting sets. Similarly, we have
Theorem 7.6. Let (X,A) be a pair of compact polyhedra. If X is connected and if every
component ofX−A andA is 2-dimensional connected, then there is a relative deformation
f : (X,A)→ (X,A) with |Fix(f )∩Cl(X−A)| =m(id,X−A) and Fix(f )⊆A.
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8. Examples
At first, we shall compute our new Nielsen numbers for the map in Example 1.1.
Example 8.1 (Continuance of Example 1.1). Since f in Example 1.1 is the identity map,
we are working in the context of Section 7. Let F i be the nonempty fixed point class on
Ci for i = 1, 2, 3. By Proposition 7.2, we have that indF (f,Ci)= χ(X)− χ(X − Ci)=
(−2)− (−1)=−1. So, FPCe(fX−A)= {F 1,F 2,F 3}. It is obvious that FPCe(f¯ )= {F },
where F is the unique essential fixed point of f¯ :A→A.
By Proposition 7.4 (see also the remarks before Lemma 6.1), F is connected to F 1
with intersecting set {a0, a1}, it is connected to F 2 with intersecting set {a0, a2}, and is
connected to F 3 with intersecting set {a1, a2}. There are therefore 13 combinable partitions
of FPCe(f¯ )∪ FPCe(fX−A) and they are:{{F }, {F 1}, {F 2}, {F 3}},{{F ,F 1}, {F 2}, {F 3}}, {{F ,F 2}, {F 1}, {F 3}}, {{F ,F 3}, {F 1}, {F 2}},{{F }, {F 1,F 2}, {F 3}}, {{F }, {F 1}, {F 2,F 3}}, {{F }, {F 2}, {F 1,F 3}},{{F ,F 1,F 2}, {F 3}}, {{F ,F 1,F 3}, {F 2}}, {{F ,F 2,F 3}, {F 1}},{{F ,F 1, }, {F 2,F 3}}, {{F ,F 2, }, {F 1,F 3}}, {{F ,F 3, }, {F 1,F 2}}.
Thus, m(f ;X,A)= 2. Note that {F ,F 1,F 2,F 3} is not a combinable set, although all
the fixed point classes involved are in the same fixed point class of f :X→X.
Similarly, there are 4 combinable partitions of (
⋃
Int(Aj )=∅ FPCe(fj ))∪FPCe(fX−A)=
FPCe(fX−A) and they are:{{F 1}, {F 2}, {F 3}},{{F 1,F 2}, {F 3}}, {{F 1}, {F 2,F 3}}, {{F 2}, {F 1,F 3}}.
Thus, m(f ;X−A)= 2.
Note that N(f ;X,A)= N(f ;X−A) = 1. So this example shows that m(f ;X,A) is
a better lower bound for the number of fixed points on X than N(f ;X,A), and also that
m(f ;X−A) is a better lower bound for the number of fixed points on Cl(X − A) than
N(f ;X−A).
The next example shows that the difference between m(f ;X,A) or m(f ;X−A)
and existing Nielsen type numbers (and hence between them and MF[f ;X,A] or
MFCl(X−A)[f ;X,A]) can be arbitrarily large.
Example 8.2. Let n be a positive integer, and Xn =⋃2nk=1{(x, y): (x − k)2 + y2 = 14 }
the union of 2n circles in R2 with the subspace topology. Note that Xn is connected (see
Fig. 1). Let An := {(x, y) ∈Xn: y  0}, and fn : (Xn,An)→ (Xn,An) be the identity map.
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Fig. 1.
Note thatL(fn)= χ(Xn)= 1−2n < 0, so thatN(fn)= 1. NowAn is homeomorphic to
an interval, so N(f¯n)= 1. Since the unique essential fixed point class F of f¯n is contained
in the unique essential fixed point class of fn, then N(fn;Xn,An)= 1.
Notice that Xn−An has 2n componentsCj := {(x, y) ∈Xn: (x− j)2 +y2 = 14 , y < 0},
where j = 1,2, . . . ,2n. For each Cj , since χ(Xn)−χ(Xn−Cj)=−1, then fn has exactly
one final essential fixed point class by Lemma 7.1. Thus, we have NF (fn;Xn−An)= 2n.
It is easy to see that we have a minimal combinable partition{{F ,F 1,F 2}, {F 3,F 4}, . . . , {F 2n−1,F 2n}}
of FPCe(f¯n)∪FPCe(fn|X−A), where F is the unique fixed point class of f¯ , and F j is the
unique final essential fixed point class of f on Xn −Cj . Thus, m(fn;X,A)= n and
MF[fn;Xn,An] −N(fn;Xn,An)m(fn;Xn,An)−N(fn,Xn,An)= n− 1.
In fact the same analysis holds if we replace (Xn,An) by the m-dimensional polyhedral
pair (Xn × Dm,A × Dm) (and still use the identity map). When m  3, this pair
satisfies the assumptions of the realization Theorem 6.2. Thus we see that the difference
MF[f ;X,A] −N(f ;X,A) can be an arbitrary non-negative integer.
Furthermore, since Cl(X−A) is connected (for simplification, we omit the subscript n),
f has only one nonempty fixed point class FCl on Cl(X−A). By Lemma 5.2, its index
indA(f,FCl)=
2n∑
j=1
indF (f,F j )=−2n.
Thus, N(fB,X)= 1. Since the unique fixed point class F of f¯ and FCl are N0-related (see
[4, Section 1] for the definition), we have that αA(f )= 1 and thereforeNX,A(f )= 1+1−
1 = 1. In this way the example also shows that the differences MF[f ;X,A] − NX,A(f )
and m(f ;X,A)−NX,A(f ) can also be an arbitrary non-negative integer.
Finally it is easy to see that m(f ;X−A)= n. Thus, the differences MFCl(X−A)[f ;X,
A]−N(fB,X) and m(f ;X−A)−N(fB,X) can also be an arbitrary non-negative integer.
Our next example shows that m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A) cannot always be realized
together.
Example 8.3. Let X be the space X =M2× I , where M2 is a closed surface of genus two,
and let A= {A1,A2,A3}, where A3 = S1 × I separates X into two homeomorphic parts,
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and where A1 and A2 are closed 3-discs which lie in different components of X−A3. Let
f : (X,A)→ (X,A) be the identity map.
Let C1 and C2 be the two components of X−A. Since χ(X−C1)= χ(X−C2)=−1,
then f has one final essential fixed point class F 1 on C1, and one final essential fixed point
class F 2 on C2. So, FPCe(fX−A) = {F 1,F 2}. It is obvious that FPCe(f¯ ) = {F 1,F 2},
where for i = 1,2, F i is the unique fixed point class of fi :Ai →Ai .
From Proposition 7.4, we have that {F 1,F 2}, {F 1,F 1} and {F 2,F 2} are combinable.
There are five combinable partitions of FPCe(f¯ )∪ FPCe(fX−A), and they are:
P1 =
{{F 1,F 1}, {F 2,F 2}}, P2 = {{F 1,F 1}, {F 2}, {F 2}},
P3 =
{{F 1}, {F 1}, {F 2,F 2}}, P4 = {{F 1}, {F 1}, {F 2}, {F 2}},
P5 =
{{F 1}, {F 2}, {F 1,F 2}}.
So m(f ;X,A) = 2. There are two combinable partitions of (⋃Int(Aj )=∅ FPCe(fj )) ∪
FPCe(fX−A)= FPCe(fX−A) and they are:
P′1 =
{{F 1,F 2}}, P′2 = {{F 1}, {F 2}}.
Thus, m(f ;X−A)= 1.
It is easy to check that the polyhedral pair (X,A) satisfies the assumptions in
Theorems 6.2 and 6.4, so that MF[f ;X,A] = 2 and MFCl(X−A)[f ;X,A] = 1. Note
however that if a map f ′ : (X,A)→ (X,A) in the relative homotopy class of f has a
minimal fixed point set on Cl(X − A), then f ′ will have a fixed point on Bd(A3) = A3,
otherwise, by Lemma 3.11, either F 1 or F 2 would have zero final index. But of course
f ′ must also have fixed points on A1 and A2, so that |Fix(f ′)| 3 > MF[f ;X,A]. This
shows then in general that m(f ;X,A) and m(f ;X−A) cannot both be realized at the
same time.
Our final example shows that the number of final essential fixed point classes of a relative
map on the complement is not homotopy type invariant. So then the numbers m(f ;X,A)
and m(f ;X−A) are not homotopy type invariant either. In particular, they do not satisfy
the commutative property often found in Nielsen type numbers.
Example 8.4 [14, Example 5.1]. Let X = {eθ i} be the unit circle in the complex plane, A
be the space {−1,1} in X, and let f : (X,A)→ (X,A) be given by f (eθ i)= exp(−2|θ −
π |i).
Recall from [14, Example 5.1] that f has only one essential surplus fixed point class
F on X − A, where F = {exp( 43π i)} and SN(f ;X − A) = 1. Let N(A) = {eθ i | 0 
θ  14π, or
3
4π  θ 
5
4π, or
7
4π  θ  2π} be a neighborhood of A in X. We can
(with respect to this neighborhood) relatively homotope f to a locally retractive map f ′
defined by
f ′(eθ i)=
{
exp(π i− 4|θ − π |i) if θ ∈X−N(A),
1 if θ ∈N(A).
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Then f ′ has two isolated fixed points {exp( 15π i), exp( 75π i)} on X−A with indices 1 and
−1. We denote them by x0 and x1. Since x0 and x1 lie in different components of X −A,
they belong to different fixed point classes {F 1,F 2} of f ′ on X−A.
Let p : X˜ → X be the universal covering of X which is defined by p(s) = esi for
all s ∈ X˜ = R1. Its translation group T (X˜)(= Z) consist of maps γk : X˜ → X˜ with
γk(s)= s + 2kπ , where k = 0,±1,±2, . . . . A lifting f˜ : X˜→ X˜ of f is defined by
f˜ (s)= 2π − 2|s − π − 2mπ |, 2mπ  s < (2m+ 2)π,
where m = 0,±1,±2, . . . . All liftings of f can be written as f˜k := γk f˜ for γk ∈ T (X˜).
Since f˜ is periodic map with period 2π , we have that γk f˜ γ−1k = γk f˜ for all γk ∈ T (X˜).
Then all the lifting of f are in the same lifting class [f˜ ].
We denote the two components of X − A by C1 = {eθ i: θ ∈ (0,π)} and C2 =
{eθ i: θ ∈ (π,2π)}. The components of p−1(C1) are C˜(j)1 = (2jπ, (2j + 1)π), where
j = 0,±1,±2, . . . . Notice that (γk f˜ , C˜(j)1 ) and (γ ′k f˜ , C˜(j
′)
1 ) are conjugate if and only
if j − k = j ′ − k′. So, the set {[f˜ , (2jπ, (2j + 1)π)]: j = 0,±1,±2, . . .} is the set of all
conjugacy classes of lifting data pairs of f on C1. Since A is a finite set, a fixed point
class determined by (f˜ , C˜) is nonsurplus if and only if f˜ has fixed points on Bd(C˜). So,
[f˜ , (0,π)] is the unique nonsurplus fixed point class of f on C1.
Similarly, the set of all conjugacy classes of lifting data pairs of f on C2 is the set
{[f˜ , ((2j − 1)π,2jπ)]: j = 0,±1,±2, . . .}. The unique nonsurplus fixed point class of f
on C2 is [f˜ , (−π,0)].
It is obvious that [f˜ , (0,π)] is H -related to F 1, and that [f˜ , (π,2π)] is H -related to
F 2. So, FPCe(fX−A) = {[f˜ , (0,π)], [f˜ , (π,2π)]}, hence NF (f ′;X − A) = 2. We have
that NF (f ;X−A)= 2 > 1 = SN(f ;X−A), i.e., the number of final essential fixed point
classes of f on X−A can be larger than the number of essential surplus ones.
Observe that the unique fixed point class F of f¯ is connected to F 1. Then we have a
minimal combinable partition of FPCe(f¯ ) ∪ FPCe(fX−A): {{F ,F 1, }, F 2}. So we have
m(f ;X,A)= 2, and therefore m(f ;X−A)= 2 because Int(A)= ∅.
As in [14, Example 5.1], let Y =X×D2 = {(eθ i, reψ i)}, where D2 is a 2-disc, in which
the points are labeled by reψ i with 0  r  1 and 0  ψ  2π . Let B = A × {0} ⊆ Y .
Define maps g : (Y,B)→ (Y,B) and h : (X,A)→ (Y,B) by
g(eθ i, reψ i)= (exp(−2|θ − π |i),0),
h(eθ i)= (eθ i,0),
then h is a homotopy equivalence and hf = g h. Thus f and g are maps of the same
homotopy type [9, p. 465].
Let pY : Y˜ → Y be the universal covering which is defined by pY (s, reψ i)= (esi, reψ i),
where Y˜ = R1 × D2. The maps g˜k : Y˜ → Y˜ defined by g˜(s, reψ i) = (γk f˜ (s),0), k =
0,±1,±2, . . . , are all the liftings of g. They are in the same lifting class. Since p−1(Y −B)
is connected, gY−B :Y − B → Y has only one conjugacy class of lifting data pairs, hence
g has only one fixed point class on Y − B . Note that, for each g˜k , there is a point
(2kπ,0) ∈ p−1(B) with g˜k(2kπ,0)= (2kπ,0). So, the unique fixed point class on Y −B
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is a nonsurplus one because the unique fixed point class of g|(1,0) is connected to it. Since
the relative Lefschetz number Λ(g) = 0, the fixed point class on Y − B is inessential,
and hence NF (g;Y − B) = 0. So we have that m(g;Y,B) = m(g;Y −B) = 1 because
N(g|B)= 1.
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